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CashCalc to offer tools to Tenet Group members.

CashCalc are to offer their financial planning tools to Tenet Group members.
The deal will see CashCalc’s online suite of financial planning tools made available to
both network members and directly authorised firms at Tenet Group, providing them
with the opportunity to produce detailed and precise financial models for their clients at
a discounted rate.
Ray Adams, Director of CashCalc, said “CashCalc started off in 2014 as an in-house tool
and to now be given the chance to offer our tools to Tenet Group members is a
fantastic opportunity for us.”
Helen Ball, Tenet Group Distribution and Development Director, said “We are pleased to
welcome CashCalc to our panel of discounted deals for tools and software, to help
Tenet advisers source solutions that enhance the service they offer to their customers
and help grow their businesses.”
CashCalc have made some significant improvements to the online suite of tools in
recent months. The addition of the variable growth rates option and stress testing tab
within their cash flow modelling tool are the most notable and act as a clear indicator of
the strides the company is currently making.
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For more information on CashCalc and how they can help your advisory firm, visit
www.cashcalc.co.uk or email info@cashcalc.co.uk.
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Notes to editor
CashCalc was developed by a team of Chartered Financial Planners from South Wales.
Since its launch in May 2014, CashCalc has accumulated over 4,300 financial advisers
and with it become pioneers in the financial planning process. The software’s online
suite of financial planning tools offers over 20 calculators, each of which make it easy
for financial advisers to engage the client in the financial planning process. Their
flagship tool, the Cash Flow Modeller, enable financial advisers to create detailed and
precise cash flow models without any additional complexity.
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